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SUMMARY
Project 2612 is concerned with the study of metal-carbohydrate
complexes and the general development of x-ray diffraction as a research
technique for staff and students at The Institute of Paper Chemistry. Because
of the extensive calculations involved in single crystal x-ray diffraction
research, an adequate computing facility is necessary for the proper use of
this technique. The IBM 360-44 computer provides more than adequate computing
for crystallography research and its "hands on" availability makes the computa-
tional aspects of crystallography much easier at IPC than at most other univer-
sities. This report is concerned with crystallographic programming systems
which have been developed for the IBM 360-44 computer.
The programs described in this report have been obtained in two ways:
programs written by other crystallographers willing to share their programs with
outside users, and programs written at IPC by staff and students. The programs
have been tested by utilizing diffraction data from known structures, primarily
the data from C0-D-xylose'CaCl2'3H20(Project 2612, Project Report 2, September 3,
1968).
Summarized below are some of the program systems which are presently
available for use on the IBM 360-44 computer:






1. NRC Crystallographic Programs for the IBM 360 System. This is a
group of fourteen interrelated programs for data reduction, structure
solution, and structure refinement which were obtained from crystal-
lographers at the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.
2. Direct Acentric Phasing Programs. A series of programs obtained from
various sources which have been tested and are presently in use.
These programs provide for structure phasing directly from the
intensity data. They are particularly applicable to all light atom,
noncentrosymmetric structures.
3. The X-Ray 70 System. This system of programs was obtained from
Dr. James M. Stewart, University of Maryland Computer Center, and
it is a collection of programs accumulated by Stewart from many authors
and integrated into one system for distribution to outside users.
This set is not in use at this time.
4. Patterson Search Programs. These programs provide an alternative
method for the solution of all light atom crystal structures when the
conformation of part of the molecule under consideration is known.
5. Miscellaneous programs. These programs have been written at IPC and,
in general, they complement the other programs described in this report.
To a large extent, these programs are due-to the efforts of two students,
John A. Heitman and Robert A. Moran.
A complete self-consistent set of computer programs for the necessary






The primary objective of Project 2612 is the application of x-ray
diffraction techniques to the study of metal-carbohydrate complexes. An
important secondary objective is the development of the x-ray technique in
such a manner that it can be utilized by students in thesis research. Project
Report No. 2 summarizes these and other objectives, give, an introduction to
crystallography and the x-ray diffraction method, discusses the results of the
crystal structure determination of a-D-xylose'CaC12'3H20, and presents the
results of synthesis research involving the preparation of new metal-
carbohydrate complexes.
During the month of September, 1968 The Institute of Paper Chemistry
replaced the IBM-1620 computer with a new, faster, more versatile IBM Model
360-44 . Because of the long, iterative calculations necessary in single
crystal diffraction research, the large computer is necessary--especially as
more difficult crystal structure problems are attempted which require more
data and data analysis, such as the large carbohydrate structures being worked
on by the students, Robert Moran and John Heitman. Newer methods of solving
crystal structure problems also rely extensively on large computers, perhaps
to some extent because computers are more readily available today. It has been
necessary to develop an extensive system of programming which will take maximum
advantage of the computer's capability, require a minimum of effort by the user,
and assure a straightforward path (as straightforward as possible) to the solu-
tion of a crystal structure. The development of this programming system is
now complete, although additions and improvements will always be necessary.
This report is concerned exclusively with this programming system.
In order to test new computer programs, it was necessary to have
available data from a known crystal structure. The data used most frequently
was that from the known structure of a-D-xylose'CaC2' 3H20 (Project 2612, Report 2,'68).




The procedure followed was to utilize the data from the a-D-xylose'CaC12'3H20
complex, which required refinement, in order to test and place in operation
programs which were obtainable from outside sources. An attempt was made,
as much as possible, to implement programs prior to the time they were needed
by students.
In this report, the introduction and the first part of the experimental
section contain a general discussion of computers, computer systems, and the
sources of the programs. The last part of the report concerns specific programs,
their purpose, where they are stored, code names, etc., and is designed primarily
for the users of the programming system.
VARIOUS COMPUTERS
Common in the language of people who work with computers are the
terms, hardware and software., Hardware refers to the actual computer and the
various physical accessories necessary for the operation of the computer.
Software is a term used to describe programs which are written in machine
language and which operate in the core of the machine throughout any computer
activity. These programs are designed by the manufacturer and are a major part
of the overall system. They interpret (compile) the language used by the normal
programmer in such a manner that it can be stored and used efficiently in the
core of the machine. The software system directs allthe functions of the
computer when properly instructed by the user.
There are many computers in operation today which range in price from
several thousand to several million dollars. Among the more common computers
are the UNIVAC 1107 and 1108; CDC 1604,- 3600, 6400, and 6600; XDS sigma 5 and
sigma 6; Burroughs 5500, IBM 7040, 7090, 7094, and the IBM system 360, models 40,




in the size of the high-speed core of the machine and the rate at which a
given operation can be executed in core. Obviously a person programming for
use on a large computer (large core area) will take maximum advantage of the
core storage in designing a program; the same calculation on a smaller com-
puter would require greater use of storage devices (tapes, disks) so that a
smaller segment of the calculation need be in core storage at any given time.
An IBM 360-44 computer has been installed and is in operation at The
Institute of Paper Chemistry. This machine is of intermediate size and has
a high calculation speed for the size of its core storage. It was designed
by IBM specifically for scientific type calculations, and it is faster than
the IBM-50 (about 30% faster based on crystallographic calculations made here
and comparable calculations made on a Model 50). The Model 50, however, has
features which make it attractive for business and accounting purposes..
LANGUAGE, PROGRAMS, AND SYSTEMS
A computer program is developed for a calculation by describing the
calculation in a language which can be interpreted by the computer through the
appropriate system (software) available to it. Several languages have developed
over the past years, including various versions of FORTRAN and ALGOL. Computer
manufacturers have agreed on one well-defined standard language, USA FORTRAN IV
(1). However, it is still not possible to interchange programs for the same
calculations which are run on machines manufactured by two different companies:
It appears that the various computer manufacturers have taken some pains to
frustrate the interchangeability of programs and evade the spirit of the
agreed standards.





program are compiled by the operating system (this system is a program
itself stored in core) in a form which is recognizable by the machine.
Obviously, the flexibility and power of a program depends on the flexibility
and power of the system.used to compile it.
The Institute of Paper Chemistry has three different operating systems,
all of which can perform certain similar functions--but each of which possesses
certain advantages. These systems are a remote control system (RAX), 0S-360,
and 44-PS. The RAX system allows the computer to be used by a number of
users simultaneously and input of data by several modes, which include remote
video terminals. This system is so extensive and complex, however, that it
occupies a considerable amount of the core area of the machine and thus limits
the core storage available for programmed calculations. This is the reason
it is not practical for most crystallographic calculations. The OS-360 system
is a very flexible system and is the one used on the larger 360 series machines
Models 50, 65, 75. It does have certain features which make it attractive for
accounting, retrieval, and business office work. The system which was designed
particularly for the Model 44 machine is 44-PS. This system uses the least
amount of core storage and takes maximum advantage of the machine's capability.
It is thus the one being used for most crystallographic calculations.
EXPERIMENTAL
GENERAL APPROACH AND SOURCE OF PROGRAMS
In order to work effectively with the computer for specific calcula-
tions, it is necessary to understand quite well both the nature of the cal-
culation and the operation of the computer.' It is seldom possible to perform




which requires intervention and some knowledge on the part of the user;
therefore it 'is advantageous for the user to write his own programs. Several
years time could be required to write all the necessary crystallographic
computer programs and test them, so this was not practical. It was decided
that a sensible course to follow was to acquire the best programs available
from other crystallographers, those which were most compatible with the
IBM 360-44; test them; make them operational on the IBM 360-44; and then use
locally written programs to bridge any gaps which existed in the resulting
system. Two students, John Heitman and Robert Moran, are primarily responsble
for the locally written programs.
Considerable care was exercised in requesting programs from outside
crystallographers. In general, requests were directed only to people who openly
solicited requests in journal articles or by listing their programs in the
International Union of Crystallographers Monograph (2). This was done because
considerable effort and expense is involved in sending the programs, particu-
larly when the program is sent on computer-cards or magnetic tape. On the
other hand, this type of programming is the major part of some scientist's 
research, supported by outside grants, and requests for their programs enhance
their personal research.
NRC CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS FOR THE IBM/360 SYSTEM (2)
A group of crystallographers from the Divisions of Pure Physics and
Pure Chemistry, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada (F. R. Ahmed, S. R.
Hall, M. E. Pippy, and C. P. Saunderson) have prepared a series of programs
in FORTRAN IV for the determination and refinement of crystal structures.
These programs were written for an IBM 360-50 computer, but they were designed'




FORTRAN listings, and FORTRAN source decks, along with some suggested changes,
were obtained from Dr. F. R. Ahmed.
The FORTRAN source decks were obtained from Dr. Ahmed on a
magnetic tape. From the magnetic tape card decks were prepared for each of
the fourteen programs in the NRC system. Changes were made in the programs
that were tested as recommended by Dr. Ahmed. The number assignment for the
input/output units were changed so that they corresponded to the numbering
for the IBM 360-44 units. Several of the programs (see Table I) were
compiled and stored in the 44-PS disk library. The programs chosen for
testing were those most urgently needed for the crystallographic work underway
at The Institute of Paper Chemistry. The data used for testing was the data
available from the a-D-xylose-CaCl2.3H 20 structure. Following closely the
instructions given in the write-ups, input cards were prepared for each program
and the program was tested until it appeared to operate satisfactorily. Programs
in the NRC system are tabulated in Table I. These programs are- stored in the
4 4 -ps phase library under the name listed in Table I (i.e., NRC-2, etc.). Many
of these programs have been subsequently used by the students, and those tested
appear to be running correctly.
The programming system, its design, and its many important features
are discussed in detail in the write-ups provided by Dr. Ahmed. Many of these
write-ups have been duplicated and are available to the users of the system.
The general layout of the system is similar to that designed by crystallography
groups in Glasgow, Leeds, and Oxford. These are groups which Dr. Ahmed
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Canada. The programs are intended to be self-consistant; that is, one
program can follow another with a minimum amount of effort on the part
of the user. In order to facilitate this continuity, standard formats
are adopted for the data cards and for the lists stored on magnetic tape.
All relevant data and tables for a given structure are stored on a
magnetic tape which is assumed to be the input for all the main programs.
*A brief description of each of the programs follows.
NRC-1, Goniostat Settings. This program applies to an instrument which
is not a part of the Institute's x-ray equipment. It has, there-
fore, not been compiled.
NRC-2A, "Picker Automatic" data processing. This is a data processing
program which is also not applicable to the x-ray research at the
Institute.
NRC-2, Data reduction and tape generation. At the start of a structure
determination, this is the first program to be run. It arranges
the data of a given structure into lists of standard formats
which are recognized by the other NRC crystallographic programs,
and it stores the lists on tape or disk. This data file serves
as input to most of the other programs in the series. The program
performs other operations such as the calculation of sin2 ,
interpolation on the scattering-factor curves, derivation of IFol
from the measured intensities, assignment of weights to the
2
reflections, and the application of a sharpening function to Fo2
NRC-3, Absorption correction (3-circle goniostat geometry). This
program is not needed at the present time.




NRC-4, Symbolic addition procedure (centrosymmetric). The purpose of
this program is to estimate structure factor phases of centro-
symmetric structures using symbolic addition methods. Since
the structures being worked on here are noncentrosymmetric,
this program has not been compiled.
NRC-8, Fourier. The Fourier program can be used to calculate 3-D
Patterson, Fourier, and difference syntheses. It is designed
such that Fourier summations can be output on maps which are
either undistorted or distorted. The distorted map saves some
computer time. This program can be run immediately following a
structure factor calculation. All three of the above functions
have been tested.
NRC-9, Differential Syntheses. The main purpose of this program is to
refine the atomic positions by the differential synthesis method.
This program complements the least-squares refinement. NRC-9
has only recently been released and it has not been checked.
NRC-10, Structure Factor Least Squares. This program calculates structure
factors, refines the positional and thermal parameters, refines
the occupation factors and the overall scale factor and estimates
the standard deviations of the refined parameters. The refinement





NRC-12, Scan of interatomic distances and angles. Given a set of atomic
coordinates, this program scans the given atoms for the intra-
molecular distances, derives the equivalent positions and scans
for the intermolecular distances, prepares a summary of the
coordination around each of the given atoms, calculates the
angles between the bonds, and estimates the standard deviations
of the calculated distances and angles.
NRC-14, Error Analysis and the Agreement Summary. The output from this
program aids the user in assessing errors which may exist in the
structure factor data. It also helps in making decisions
relative to weighting schemes used in the least squares program
(NRC-10).
NRC-21, The d-spacings. The purpose of this program is to generate indices
and compute the d-spacings for all the nonequivalent reflections
within a selected sphere, or part of a sphere, in reciprocal space.
.NRC-22, Mean Plane. This program calculates the mean plane through a
group of atoms, examines the planarity of the group by means of
the )C-test, calculates the distances of any other atoms from the
mean plane, and estimates the standard deviations of the calculated
distances.
NRC-23, Structure Factor Tables. This program produces a listing of the
structure factor table in the right proportions for photographing
and publication in Acta Crystallographica.
NRC-24, Projection onto a plane. This is a new program which is an aid in





structure. It projects the atoms of a molecule onto a given
plane for preparation of a clinographic drawing of the structure.
As mentioned previously, the programs were tested using the
data from the C-D-xylose'CaC13.3H20 structure. Approximately 1300
reflections were used in space group, P21. Some estimate of computer
time requirement was obtained using this data. A three-dimensional
Fourier could be summed in less than one-half hour, the exact time
depending on the density of grid points. Likewise, a least-squares
refinement cycle required about ten minutes. Based on some figures
given by Ahmed for the IBM 360-50, it would appear that the Model 44,
when used with the 44-ps system, is somewhat faster than the Model 50.
PROGRAMS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE NRC SYSTEM
The design of the NRC programming' system assumes that the
data collection is carried out by means of a diffractometer, particularly
the program NRC-2. Since data has been collected here at the Institute
by means of photographic films, it has been necessary to write a series
of programs to prepare the data for input into NRC-2. John Heitman has
written a series of short programs for interfilm scaling (3). The
following rather extensive programs were written by Bob Moran.
A program which evaluates the cell constants (along with the
errors associated with each constant).from back-reflection
Weissenberg data (4); a program to apply the Lorentz, polarization,
and spot shape corrections to the observed intensity data(5); and
programs to place the structure factors on one common scale and in




Direct Acentric Phasing Programs
The crystal structures presently being worked on at The
Institute of Paper Chemistry are large noncentrosymmetric structures,
which are the most difficult types of structures to solve. The best
methods currently known for solving this type of structure are the
direct-phasing methods introduced by the Karls (7). An attempt has
been made to acquire programs which apply this method for the solution
of crystal structures. These are summarized below.
E-Value Program
William E. Scott, a former student at The Institute of Paper
Chemistry, has written a series of programs for the IBM-360 system for
the application of symbolic addition methods to crystal structure
determinations. One of these programs, a program to convert relative
structure factors to normalized E's, has been compiled and tested. This
conversion is made by the K-curve method (8). The program accepts the
structure factors output from the L-P and interlayer scaling programs
(discussed in previous section) and outputs two card decks, one deck
containing the E-values sorted in order of descending magnitude, and the
other containing the amplitudes F, Fabs, E, , E -1, and F with their
associated h, k, 1, in a format ready for input to NRC-2. A table
containing the E-value statistics is output on the printer. A detailed





The program PHASE and its write-up was obtained from Dr. D. F.
Koenig, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York. PHASE is.a
semiautomatic symbolic addition and tangent refinement program. By
means of control decks specified by the user, the program can be used
to perform sequences of symbolic addition and tangent refinement phasing.
The program was originally written by Dr. Koenig for use on a Control
Data Corporation 6600 computer. John Heitman altered the program for
use on the 360 system (9). These alterations were extensive, since the
original version contained several machine-dependent features.
MULTAN
MULTAN is a series of three programs for the solution of
noncentrosymmetric crystal structures. This system was provided by
Peter Main, Department of Physics, University of York, York, England.
The programs perform the following operations.
SIGMA 2 sets up all the phase relationships which satisfy the
sigma-2 relationship.
CONVERGE determines the signs of reflections which are structure
invariants, fixes the origin and enantiomorph, and assigns phases
to a small number of other reflections which appear to lead to
good phase determination.
FASTAN develops each set of phases produced by the previous program
by means of the tangent formula.
The ideas upon which these programs are based have been published by G.
Germain, P. Main, and M. M. Woolfson. Appendix I contains a reprint of
this article.
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MAGENC
Dr. Chun-Che Tsai wrote this program as part of his Ph. D. thesis
work at the University of Indiana (10). The program MAGENC is similar in
principle to MULTAN. However, MAGENC makes greater use of the sigma-2
formula in developing multiple phase sets and has more indicators for
assessing the correctness of the phase sets. Besides a listing of the
source decks, a portion of his thesis describing the program was also
obtained from Dr. Tsai.
The programs PHASE, MULTAN, and MATENC have been compiled and
stored in the 44-ps phase library. These programs have been used several
times and they appear to work satisfactorily.
GAASA I-VI
FORTRAN listings of six programs have been obtained from three
Swedish scientists, Ove Lindgren, Oliver Lindquist, and Jens Nyborg.
These programs apply the symbolic addition procedure according to the
conventional methods described by J. Karle and I. Karle (7). Several
reflections are assigned symbols for their phases, and then after
symbolic addition is applied, an attempt is made to evaluate the symbols
giving the most probably phase possibilities. A more detailed description






Recently, the crystallographic group at the National Research
Council of Canada has released a new program, NRC-5, which is compatible
with the NRC programs described previously in this report. The program
was written by C. R. Huber and F. R. Brisse of the National Research
Council, and are based to a large extent on a set written by S. R. Hall
for the PDP-6 computer at the University of Western Australia. The NRC-5
program consists of five separate routines:
DP I Calculation of the overall isotropic and anisotropic
temperature factors and overall scale factor.
DP II Calculation of normalized structure factors, and
sorting of all IEl's over a specified minimum in
descending order of iE I
DP III Search for all reflection triplets satisfying the
sigma-2 relationship and with)El's above some specified
threshold value.
DP IV Repetitive use of the tangent formula to extend and
refine the structure factor phases for all reflections
with !El above some specified minimum.
DP V Program for developing partial structure information.
These programs have been compiled and stored under the code names. NRC 51-55.
Preliminary tests indicate that these programs are operating satisfactorily.
Least-Squares Analysis of Structure Invariants
A variation of the symbolic addition methods for solving structures'
has been developed by Hauptman (11). This method requires the calculation
of the structure invariants. Charles M. Weeks from the Medical Foundation of




Buffalo, Buffalo, New York has programmed this method for the CDC 6400
computer. These programs were obtained from Dr. Weeks. They have been
revised for the IBM 360-44 by John Heitman and Robert Moran. There are




Computation of the structure invariants corresponding to these
triples by means of the triple product relationship.
(3) PROGRAM MDKS
Computation of the structure invariants corresponding to the
triples by means of the MDKS relationship 
(4) PROGRAM LSP
Derivation of phases from these invariants by least-squares
analysis.
These programs have been compiled, tested, and stored in the
44-ps phase library under the above code names. They appear to be
running correctly.
Since the direct acentric phasing methods are a relatively new
approach to the solution of noncentrosymmetric structures, an attempt has
been made to acquire several of these programs despite the obvious
duplication. Even though a program is not used, its write-up often gives
helpful hints and ideas for approaching a new problem..





In order to coordinate the direct-phasing programs with the
NRC programming system, it has been necessary to devise a series of small
programs. These programs have been written by John Heitman. Also, some
modifications were also made in NRC-8 and NRC-10 in order to facilitate
the tangent formula recycle procedure (12). This integrated system was
discussed by John Heitman in a progress report. Parts of this report are
reproduced in Appendix III.
The X-RAY 70 System
Under the direction and influence of Dr. James M. Stewart from
the Computer Science Center of the University of Maryland, a collection of
interrelated FORTRAN programs for the structural analysis of crystals from
diffraction data has been prepared and made available to outside crystal-
lographers. Each program is written in a neutral subset of FORTRAN IV
such that the program can be compiled and run interchangeably on most any
modern computer. Many authors have contributed to the system. An author
prepares an appropriately coded program related to the system and sends
it to Dr. Stewart who arranges for the program to be tested on different
computers. After adequate testing, the program is incorporated into the
master system. Upon request to Dr. Stewart, along with a fee of $60.00
to cover costs, a copy of the master system can be obtained. The instructions,
write-ups, and FORTRAN cards are all sent on a single IBM computer tape. This
tape has been obtained from Dr. Stewart and some preliminary work has been
done on implementing the system. At this time none of the programs have been
run on the IBM 360-44. Table II summarizes the crystallographic programs





PROGRAMS IN X-RAY 70 SYSTEM
Code Name Description
GENERL General description of the system
BLOKLS Atomic parameter refinement by block-diagonal lease squares
BONDLA Determination of contact and bond distances and angles with estimated
errors
CRYLSQ General crystallographic least squares program
DATC03 Treatment of card controlled XRD-6 output
DATC05 Treatment of diffractometer data
DATFIX Preliminary data scaling, calculation of quasi-normalized structure
factors (E), and estimation of overall temperature factor
DATRDN Preparation of binary data file and preliminary treatment of data
and symmetry
DIFPCH Preparation of sorted diffractometer setting cards
DIFSET 'Generation of settings for gathering data on an automated diffractometer
DUMCOP Dump or copy the binary data file
FC Structure factor calculation
FOURR Fourier transformations to give Patterson, vector, electron density,
difference, or E maps
LISTFC Lists structure factors for publication
LOADAT Load atomic parameters into the binary data file
LSQPL Calculation of equations of 3-dimensional planes and lines
MODIFY Binary data file editing and generation of pseudo data
NORMSF Preliminary data scaling, calculation of quasi-normalized'structure
factors (E), and estimation of overall temperature factor
ORFLS Atomic parameter refinement by full matrix least squares
PARAM Least squares refinement of cell parameters from two Theta data
PEKPIK Search Fourier maps for peaks
PHASE Search of Sigma-two relationships for a set of possible phases
RLIST Lists R values for various zones and other reflection classes.
SIGMA Forms triples for phase determination (centric or acentric)
SIGMA2 Generation of Sigma-two relationships
TANGEN Use of tangent formula to calculate phases
WRITEU Generation of. write-up
WTANAL Analysis of least squares weighting schemes




This system is very sophisticated in its methods for controlling
the programs in the core of the machine and in its ability to handle data
files. It operates under its own FORTRAN subsystem called the "nucleus".
The nucleus is a set of programs located in the core of the machine which
recognize operation and program calling cards, take any necessary action
upon them, and provide general file handling capabilities.
Many programs in this system perform the same functions as those
in the NRC system. For this reason'it has not been necessary to implement
the system entirely.
Patterson Search Program
Patterson methods have traditionally been very effective for the
solution of crystal structure which contains heavy atoms in the unit cell
(i.e., Cu, Zn, Pt). For structures which contained only light atoms (i.e.,
0, C, N), these methods have been less effective. This has been due to
the similarity in peak height for all peaks obtained in the Patterson
calculation. Recently, (due to the availability of high-speed computers)
these methods have been effectively used to solve all light atom, noncentro-
symmetric structures (13). Good results have been obtained when the
conformation of part of the molecule under consideration is known. The
procedure is to input the geometry of the known part of the molecule,
generate the Patterson vectors associated with it, then search the entire
group of Patterson peaks from the structure for vector sets compatible
with the input structure fragment. Output from the calculation are sets
of coordinates corresponding to possible positions in the unit cell for
the fragment and a reliability index for each set. Robert Moran has obtained
a program to perform these calculations (14). It is currently being revised





A complete self-consistent set of computer programs for the
necessary calculations in x-ray crystallography has been prepared and
tested on the IBM 360-44 computer. These programs encompass the most
recent developments in acentric phasing and Patterson search techniques.
Included in the program set are programs for data reduction, structure
solution, structure refinement, and programs for manuscript preparation.
At the present time, for the convenience of the current users,
the source decks for these programs are located in three rooms--Room 1225,
the computer room, and Room 118 in the Krannert Graduate Research Center.
Each program has been compiled and stored in the 44-ps phase library under
the code name given in this report. A back-up tape containing the 44 -ps
library and these programs has been prepared by the computer center staff.
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On the Application of Phase Relationships to Complex Structures
II. Getting a Good Start
BY G.GERMAIN
Laboratoire de Chimie-Physique, Unirersilt de Lourain, 39 Schapenstraat, Louvain, Belgium
AND P. MAIN AND Mvl. .WOOLFSON
Physics Department, University of York, England
(Received 17 September 1969)
The most important element governing the success or otherwise of direct methods is the choice of the
starting point from which new phases are developed. This paper describes three wass in which a good
start to the phase determining process.can be made: (i) Where, early in the process of determining new
phases, a phase relationship of low reliability must be used then the phase determined by it is allowed
to have alternative values, one of which should be close.to the correct value. An application of one
variant of this technique is described. (ii) A niethod is described for finding groups of reflexions very
highly interrelated by phase relationships. It is possible to ensure, by using these reflexions as a starting
point for phase development, that multiple indications for new phases are soon encountered. (iii) An
algorithm is described for generating a schematic route for phase determination which indicates the
best phases to use as a starting point for phase development including those which fix the origin and
enantiomorph. A formula is derived for estimating the probable standard deviation of a phase, which
would be given by a number of different phase relationships, before any phase information is known.
Introduction
Direct methods of solving crystal structures, by their
very nature, might seem to be objective mathematical
procedures the success of which should be independent
of the skill of the user. Nevertheless there still appears
to be a 'green fingers' element in operation and some-
times an unsuccessful application of direct methods to
a structure by one individual has been followed by a
successful application by someone else.
Perhaps the most important element influencing
success or failure is the choice of starting point from
which is begun the procedure of determining new signs
or general phases. The usual techniques-require a
'starting-set of phases' (SSP) to which are assigned
definite phases or phase symbols and on this, base the
whole subsequent process depends. For some struc-
tures it has been found that there are 'lucky' SSP's
which lead to structure solution while the great majority
of SSP's do not. One way in which an 'unlucky' SSP
may operate for centrosymmetric structures is for there
to be an invalid sign relationship in the first few steps
of sign determination which leads subsequently to a
complete breakdown of the sign-determining process.
A method of allowing for such a contingency has been
discussed by Germain & Woolfson (1968).
We are now going to describe general approaches to
the problem of getting a good starting point. Two types
of procedure will be considered:
(1) Whenever a weak link develops in the chain of
phase determination, leading to an uncertain new phase
or a doubtful new sign, one proceeds thereafter with
some alternative values of the new phase or sign.
(2) The strongest possible SSP is chosen so that weak
links are eliminated or reduced in number and so that
all' new phases are determined by strong relationships.
Since, for a given structure determination, the number
of very strong phase relationships is limited this usually
means that one must get multiple indications for new
phases as soon as possible.
A combination of procedures (I) and (2) is likely
to be useful for dealing with difficult structures. How-
ever the computer time required to allow for extreme
situations can easily become excessive and solutions
should, in the first place, normally be attempted with
the minimum of effort. by the most straightforward
procedures. Only when the simple approach fails should
sophisticated and time-consuming techniques be tried.
Forking in non-centrosymmetric structures
Let us consider a situation in which a number of SSP's
have been set up in the way described by Germain &
Woolfson (1968). Some reflexions, in general three,
may be allocated specific phases to fix the origin of
the cell. one reflexion may, depending on the space
group, be allocated a specific phase or the alternatives
(n/4, 37/4) to fix the enantiomorph and a number of
others can be tried in all possible combinations of
(+± /4, 37r/ 4), (0, n) or (+±/2) depending on the
reflexion type. New phase indications will be given by
the well-known tangent formula
2 IEEb-h, sin ((rp + ph-b')
tan ((p') h- - - --- _ __- = ( I)
it IEloEb-blc COs (s? +uPb-h') Cb )
lat
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where (VPl) is the indicated' value of the phase whf
true value is Vh.
The strength of the indication can be estimated fr
, = 2 2-2 3/2 IEhl (SI+C2 2,.
where the symbols have been defined by Karle & Ka
(1966). -If there is only one contributor to the indi
tion for the new phase then we write
ob = h.h b = 2c31-3/21 I EhEa.-_.I .
Karle & Karle gave a formula for the variance c
phase indication given by equation (1) in terms of
corresponding value of a. We have calculated the v;
ance, l .- and standard deviation, a,; for a range
values of a and these-are given in Table 1.
On the basis of experience it is found that if a ne'
determined phase is. initially within about 45 ° of
true value then it will in its turn lead to useful n
information. The error in the phase ill also proba
be reduced'at some later stage by tangent-formula
finement.
The probability distribution of the phase indicati
- from'equation (1) will, for small deviations, be appri
imately Gaussian and we shall assume in the follow
discussion that the statistics of the Gaussian distril
tion may be applied. It can be seen from Table I t
if a-7:0 then 45 ° represents two standard deviati
which means that there is a probability of 0-95 that
indication for the new phase is within 45° of the t:
value.
If we use the criterion that there must be a probably
of 0-95 for the new phase being within 45 ° of its tU
value before it is acceptable, how do we proceed w[





ose 7-0? Let us consider the case a=2-3. Since a,=450
there is a probability of 0-95 that the true phase, p,,
om is within 90 ° of the indicated phase, pI. Thus if we
take two alternative values for the new phase, p/+ 0a
and VIl-a,, there is a 95% probability that one or
irle other of them is within 45 ° of the true phase. For
ca- a < 2-3 one should have to take three alternative values
for the new phase; thus for a=1 2, corresponding to
oa=67 ° there will be a 95% probability that one of
the three values, 9p, (p1 +4a/3, pi -4a/3 will be within
of a 45' of p,. For a< 1'2 one would simply use the tech-
the nique of allocating the trial phases to different quad-
iri- rants i.e. ± nr/ 4 , + 3n/4 , which gives complete certainty
of that one of the allocated values is within 45°.
There are of course other criteria which could be
wly used other than those given above. Thus one might
its ' wish to restrain the maximum probable error to less
new than 45 ° or to take a probability other than 0-95.
bly Table 2 gives the a ranges for the numbers of alter-
re- natives required for various combinations of probabil-
ity and maximum error.
ion Thus we can see that if we are working to the 0-90
ox- probability limit and to an error-limit of 35 ° then an
ing a equal to 7-8 or more is required for a single alter-
bu- - native to satisfy the chosen.limits while with a between
hat 2-6 and 7-8 two alternatives would be necessary.
ons This provides us with the basis of a branching proce-
the dure which, whenever the phase determining process
rue reaches a point where some probability criterion is not
satisfied, takes two, three or four alternative routes.
lity There are various ways in which such a process can
rue be operated - for example one can specify that no
ten route should involve more than two 4-branches, two
tan 3-branches and three 2-branches; when this limit is
















































Table 2. a ranges for various combinations of probability and nmaxirum error
Probability







30 ° 35 ° 40' 450
095
30' 35' 40 ° 450
0'99
30 ° 35 ° 40 °
a a a a a a a a a a a a
10t5 78 6-3 50
3-2' 26 2-1 1-75
1-75 135 1-0 0-6
147 108 8-5 6-8
4-2 33 2-7 23
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reached the straight-through path is followed there-
after. This condition would require up to 1142 routes
of phase determination to be explored, a formidable
but not impossible task. It is our experience, gained
with the quadrant-phase-fixing method that it is rarely
necessary to follow through all the possible paths to
the end as many soon reveal themselves as implausible
by the poor quality of-new phase generation.
More complex computer algorithms can be devised
- for example alternative routes could be generated in
such a way that no route has more than a certain total
deviation from the main straight-through path - but in
practice simple applications of branching procedures
will be found to be the most useful.
A trial of a simple branching technique has been
made with a known structure, the photolysis product
solved by Karle, Karle & Estlin (1967). Four reflexions
were selected to fix the origin and enantiomorph; these
reflexions, their IEl values and allocated phases (as
given by the published solution) are given in Table 3.
From this beginning it is possible to develop five
new phases, each being given by a single relationship.,
These reflexions, their IEl values and indicated phases
are also listed in Table 3 together with the pairs of
reflexions which give them. It will be seen that the
indicated phases agree quite well with the published
phases, given in parentheses, although larger errors
would be expected from the standard deviations as-
sociated with the phase relationships.
The strategy adopted in this trial was to allow up to
two deviations of +±40 in the five relationships dis-
played in Table 3. This gives the 51 possible SSP's
which are illustrated in Table 4 where the symbols +
and - indicate the sign of the 40° deviation. It should
be noted that the deviations are in the relationships
and not in- the phases as given in Table 3. Thus if we
follow through set 51 of deviations we find the five
derived phases in Table 3 as 40, 170, 100, 170, 80 ° .
For each of the 51 SSP's there were developed 50
new phases by the application of equation (1) which
was also used to refine the phases in the sense of giving
them the greatest self-consistency. At this stage there
was calculated for each SSP a figure of merit which,
in the terminology of equation (I) was
Z= IE2f (s++CD). (4)
Since th trial was with a known structure it was pos-
Since the trial was with a known structure it was pos-
sible at this stage to look at the values of Z and the
corresponding values of ([djpl), the mean deviation or
phase from the true value. These are listed in order of
magnitude of Z in Table 5.
This Table shows a number of extremely interestnil
features. Firstly pairs of sets, whose set numbers added
together equal 52, have very similar values of Z (thi\
usually differ in figures less significant than those 2i en
in the Table). An inspection of Table 4 reveals that
these correspond to pairs of sets which have deviation;
in opposite directions. The reason for this is not under-
stood and is probably a feature of the pattern of phase
development in this structure. For the pairs of sets
with the highest values of Z one set corresponds to a
very satisfactory development of phases while the other
gives almost random phases.
At this point the 16 sets with the lowest values of Z
were discarded, which incidently included set 26, the
no-deviation set, and phases were found for another
50 reflexions for each remaining set. The situation at
that stage is shown in Table 6.
Another 50 phases were developed for the 14 sets
with highest Z in Table 6 and the final Z values (see
Table 7) just began to discriminate the good sets from
the bad:
In fact the seven good sets were all very similar and
could all be developed to give sufficient phases to gi\e
a complete solution to the structure. Just as a matter
of interest set 26; the no-deviation set, was developed
up to the 150 phase stage and gave (ld(l>)=32-7'. It
was inferior to some of the other sets but it might have
just been good enough to reveal the structure.
While we have carried out preliminary experiments
with branching procedures which indicate their high
potentiality for coping with complex structures these
have not yet been systematically.incorporated into any
of our phase-determining computer packages. We have.
however, put rather more effort into evolving methods
of finding favourable SSP's and this work will now be
described.
The use of n-sets
A phase relationship may be expressed in the form
cos (9p, + bh2 + ,) = I - 2 , (5)
where hl+b 2+h 3=0 and 62 is, in general, small and
has a probability distribution determined by the mag-
nitude of K.b,. Knowledge of any two phases gives a
Table 3. E values and allocated phases Jfr the trial structure
Given by
Origin and enantiomorph
(5 4 0) &(I
(4 0 7) &(4
(1 0 13) &(8
(1 0 13) & (7
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probable value for the third. Such a relationship may
be expressed in a generalized notation
R-{?=bl', hb 2P b, } (6)
where containing the phases in the curled bracket
means that they are related but does not give explicitly
the exact form of the relationship.
Now let us consider a pair of relationships such as
RI-i= {p , vb, pc},
R2--= {,aP, b, a}. (7)
It is clear that if c7a and 5pb are both known then 9e
and (Pd can be found. Other pairs of known phases can
give knowledge about the other two, e.g. pa and c,.
The feature of the pair of relationships RI and R2 is
that they contain two phases in common. If more rela-
tionships can be found which also contain this pair of
phases then fixing two suitable phases will give phase
indications for all the other phases contained in the
relationships.
We can express the total information of the rela-
tionships (7) in the form
RI + R2=r [9, 9b[] Pc, Vd , (8)
and'we'say that ec and 9d are both associated with the
2-set 0,a, Vb. If there are more relationships associated
with the same 2-set we should have
R,+ R2 + R3 +. .. = [a, qpb] 9cWd, ae, e, ... (9)
Fixing both components of the 2-set or one member
of the 2-set and any one other phase leads to indica-
tions for all other phases, each given by a single rela-
tionship.
There are, of course, three 2-sets associated with
each relationship and sets of relationships can be found
with interlinked 2-sets of the form shown below:
O Io+o
e C I 00+
01 100-0  I  I
-o0 0 I oo
01 +000
o l +ooo00 10+00I o 0+0
0 10 00 +





RI e= {¢ab, ¢e}, Be}
R2 -- {07a, ¢9b, 1}d)
R3 - {6a, 0c, 9).
Ru4 r-{eb, Pd, 9/1 (10)
The total information of relationships (10) may be rep-
resented by
RI+R2+R3+R4=-
[pa, Ob] WPc, 9d.U [(a, Pc , P] b, U [b., pd] 9a, e.f (I 1)
We have borrowed the terminology of set theory to
indicate that the individual components on the right-
hand side have some duplicated elements. If two phases
are fixed, either a pair in a 2-set or one from a 2-set
and one phase associated with that 2-set, then all the
remaining phases can be found. Finding relationships
linked by 2-sets gives a train of phase indications which
can ensure the steady development of phases but there
is only one relationship for each phase indication and
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,' 284 APPLICATION OF PHASE RELATIONSHIPS TO COMPLEX STRUCTURES. II
the unit cell and [Eh =3'0 with three contributors for
which I EE,,-'I equals 3'0. 4-0 and 5-0. The correspond-
ing values of K are 18, 2-4 and 3-0 and the value of
(a<)12 computed from equation (27) is 6-1 compared
with the value 7-2 which would result if the three phase
indications agreed precisely.
It is worthwhile to use values of <(:)1/2 rather than
Z K.b'. in assessing the probable reliability of a new
phase indication for the n-set method. This is partic-
ularly true when there are a large number of weak
indications as otherwise the probable reliability of the
phase indication can be greatly overestimated.
The convergence method
We shall now describe an alternative method of test-
ing the effectiveness of using a particular set of origin
and enantiomorph-fixing reflexions and of selecting
other reflexions to get the best possible SSP. The
method will be described by its application to the
photolysis product data listed in Table 8. The origin
and enantiomorph combination tested is that used for
the n-set example, i.e. reflexions with code numbers 2,
29, 104 and 141.
- The first step is to work out the value of <a2)1/2 for
each of the reflexions from the x's of the relationships
in which it is involved. The lowest value of <a2)1/2 is
sought and in fact it is found that for ten reflexions
<2)1/2=0: These reflexions are removed from the data
and'their computer-program code numbers and values
of <a21)/2 are listed, as shown in Table 10. Reflexion
78 is that with the next lowest value of (a2)1 /2 , equal
to 1-22. This is listed in Table 10 with the value of-
(X
2
)>/2 and the single relationship which gives it is
indicated by the numbers which follow, which indicate
that
()7l=-Y 54+ 9135, K= 122.
Reflexion 78 is now removed from the list of reflexions
and the phase relationship is removed from the list of
relationships. The values of (a2)1/2 for reflexions 54
and 135 are modified to allow for the removal of the
phase relationship and once more the reflexion with
the lowest value of (a2)1 / 2 is sought. As before this is
listed, removed from the set of reflexions. all rela-
tionships in which it is involved removed from the set
of relationships and new modified values of (<2)>1/ are
found. This process is continued with the proviso that
the origin and enantiomorph fixing reflexions are never
removed from the system but remain to the very end.
Table 10 shows a reproduction of the beginning of the
computer output for the photolysis-product problem.
When a negative K is shown it implies that there is a n
to be incorporated in the phase relationship. Thus, for
the first reflexion with a double indication for phase,
that with code number 181, we have
-l8 2 - i8-p 2-m+nt, ,:=1-26
and
9PIl 935 -9 o200 +, K = 1 23
giving overall (a2')>1= 1-99.
However, the interesting and most useful-part of the
computer output comes at the end, where the process
'converges' on the four starting reflexions, and this is
reproduced in Table 11.
It should be noticed that, from the way this con-
vergence tabulation is produced, the relationships in-
dicating any particular phase involve only those re-
flexions which have not yet been eliminated from the
Table and hence are listed somewhere below. The
ether characteristic of the convergence process is that
'at each stage it removes from the system that reflexion
.which is least well linked to the remainder and thus it
tends to enrich the quality of the interrelationships of
those which remain. -- - -
Let us now examine Table I'l to see what it tells us.
Starting from the bottom there are the four reflexions .
which fix the origin and enantiomorph and for these
(a2)I/2=0 as must be so since such reflexions cannot
be interelated. There follows reflexion 198 which is not
linked to any belbw and then we find reflexion 127
Table 12. The number of reflexions which must befixedfor different values of a







2, 29. 54; 104, 141. 191, 198
2, 29,54, 104I 141. 191. 198
2, 6, 29, 54, 72, 104. 141. 191. 198
2, 6 29, 54, 72, 99. 104. 141 149,
2, 6.29, 31, 54, 72, 99, 104, 127, 
191, 198
41, 149, 165, 191, 198
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linked to 104 and 198 by a fairly strong phase rela-
tionship. The next reflexion 191 has no contributors
and it is followed by reflexion 6 with one fairly strong
phase indication. We then find the first double indica-
tion with a correspondingly large value of (a2>1 12, 4-86,
and next reflexion 54 with no contributor. From this
point onwards there are multiple indications with large
values of (a2)'/2 and, if the phase development up to
reflexion 72 has been satisfactory, it should stand a
good chance of progressing successfully thereafter.
If it is decided, on the basis of a judgement of the
complexity of the problem. that one should not rely
on any a less than, say, 2'5 then it is straightforward
from the tabulated values of (2)'>/2 to decide which
'eflexions should be incorporated in the starting set.
With this a limit for the present problem one needs a
- starting set of 7 reflexions and the computer program
outputs their code numbers. Of course one does not
scan the whole convergence table or one will end up
deciding that all the reflexions listed in Table 10 need
'to be incorporated in the starting set. In practice it is
sufficient to examine the first 50 or so steps in the
schematic phase development process.
In Table-12 are shown the number of reflexions
-which need to be fixed for values of a from 2-0 to 4.0
by steps of 0-5 for the photolysis product.
The convergence program is quite rapid; with 200
reflexions, 800 relationships and a medium-speed corm-
puter (70,000 operations per second) the whole process
takes two minutes. Thus it is possible to run the pro--
gram on a number of trial sets of origin and enantio-
morph fixing reflexions. To assist the judgement of





where the summation is over the first 100 stages of
phase development for which phases are not fixed.
It must be appreciated that the convergence mapping
is a schematli phase-development scheme and the actual
progress of phase development will be dictated by
computed values of a and not the estimated values.
(a2)1/2. In practice the first steps of an actual phase
development usually follow closely the schematic
scheme. When deviations do occur it is often due to
having calculated values of a which are higher than the
corresponding values of <(2)112 so that the actual path
of phase development is better than that indicated in
the convergence map.
It is possible to use the principle of convergence map-
ping in a more elaborate way in which one repeatedly
obtains an updated estimate of which new reflexions
should be fixed. To illustrate this let us suppose that a
starting set is chosen from a convergence map for a-
structure with space group P2,2,2, and the map in- I[
dicates that the four origin and enantiomorph fixing
reflexions plus two others will enable some progress to
be made with phase development. One of the two extra
reflexions might. let us say, be a general one and tried
in four quadrants. (i n/4, 3n/4 ) while the other may
be special reflexion (0, n) or (n/2, -n/2). The eight
starting points can be used to find ten new phases and
the group of ten will. in general, be different for each
of the starting points. New convergence maps, one for
each of the eight starting points, converging on the
sixteen reflexions with known phase may indicate that
for some starting points two more reflexions need to
be fixed, for others only one or perhaps none at all.
There-will obviously be a time penalty to pay for such
a scheme but it might be worth while if one is dealing
with a difficult structure.
Implementation
The techniques described in this paper-are being in-
corporated in a non-centrosymmetric program pack-
age, written in FORTRAN conforming to the A.S.A.
standard. -
The package will be flexible so that, for example, an
'n-sets' or 'convergence' routine can be used or catnbe
bypassed. The system will offer an automatic route for
structure determination which will not require any in-
tervention on the part of the user although it will be
possible for an educated user to exercisejudgement and
to intervene. For the automatic route, decision-mak-
ing processes. such as convergence mapping, will be
used to optimize as far as possible the probability of
finding the correct solution.
The extensive collaboration between our laboratories
has been made possible by the generous financial sup-
port of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Two
of us (P.M. & M.M.W.) would like to express our
gratitude for continued support by the Science Re-
search Council. The success of our work has been as-
sisted by the excellence of the computer facilities pro-
vided both at Louvain and at York, and also at Pitts-
burgh where one of us (P.M.) spent a period developing
the n-set method. We have also been encouraged by the
interest of Professor M. van Meerssche in our project.
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At present, a complete system of programs to generate E-maps or F-maps
and to recycle information from these maps is available. Part of the thesis
work this progress report period was devoted to becoming familiar with the
programs, and to linking them up in an integrated system. The following is a
description of the main features of the program system.
Two methods are available for generation of phases for an initial E-map:
the program FAZE, and the set of three programs MULTAN. These programs together
with other programs in the system are shown in Figure 1. FAZE must be supplied
with an origin and starting phases, and tangent refinement, Equation (2), is
performed only for a single set chosen by the operator. MULTAN is quite auto-
matic, and chooses the origin and starting phases internally. MULTAN supplies
several values to each of the unknown starting phases, and refines all of the
multiple starting sets. These sets are listed and written on tape. A figure
of merit, indicating internal consistency, is given for each set of phases as an
indicator of which set is most likely to produce a correct E-map.
DDUMP and TDUMPER, shown in Figure 1, merely punch a card deck of
phases from FAZE or MULTAN for input to NRC-2. NRC-2 is a listing program which
stores information on tape for input to NRC-8, and other programs in the NRC
series.
NRC-8 generates an E-map, F-map Patterson map, or difference map, de-
pending on the control card settings and type of input data. The type of
operation performed by NRC-8 during E-map generation is indicated by Equation (3).
Reprinted from John A. Heitman's Progress Report No. 7, August 8, 1970.Reprinted from John A. Heitman's Progress Report No. 7, August 8, 1970.


























































Figure 1. Miscellaneous Programs
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An Attempt to Complex Certain
ive tal .alts with Jiiple Carbohydrate s
by Gary Holcomb
It is well known that some metal salts will com-
plex with simple carbohydrates. ine ourbosue of this in-
vestlgation was to attemt 'to discover different com-
plexes than have bpen studied previously 1 and to obtain
these complexes in crystalline form for x-ray crystal-
lorraphic studies. .ome complexes have already been made
and studied in this manner.1,2 This is a continuation
of this program.
Experimental Procedure
The main procedure used was the one suggested and
used by Weaver , Dale, ' and Isbell 4 , where an excess
of metal salt is added to'insure complete complexation
of the carbohydrate, rather than that of Rundleman5,
who used exact ratios of sugar to salt(i:l, 1:2).
[he procedure for each possible complex attempted
was as follows:l)dissolve the salt and carbohydrate i n
a minimum of water and add twice the volume of 9c%, oth-
anol( with the exception of the barium chloride compounds
where they were simply dissolved in water, as barium
chloride is insoluble in alchohol).
2) Evaporate the liquid in a light jet of airato
speed drying due to the shortness of time) until a
sufficient amount of crystals hiX; formed
3) Filter and wash the crystals in a 3uchner fun-
nel.
-·~~~~~*I I . I* . * W I ;* : .-
(2) Gary Holcomb
4)Place the crystals in a dessiccatoro
(Later samples were. recrystallized in the same
manner.)
Melting points were. taken on all samples, mercu-
ry analyses using a BxmkeE chgninger flask methco with
a Heckman "DLU" 3pectrophtotometer were done on all werc-
ury comucunds, and optical rotations measured and x-ray
diffraction powder patterns taken on all recrystallized
samples. The optical rotations were measured with a
Zeiss-Winkel Polarimeter, and the x-ray powder patterns
were Obtained through the use of a North American
Phillips X-ray Diffraction Apparatus by Norelco.
Two samples were also analyzed for percent car-
bohydrates by the L. Borchardt Division of Natural
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Ort~ca-1 Rotation iM-'easurements(Percent sugar)





((I') denotes zero correction with water in a tubein the
~jolariLneter; (2) dlenotes zero correction with no tube
in the polarirneter')
















Percent su a : ) 9 3
2) 40. ifo




D-rnannobs-BaC12 :Rotatilon s:1) ..09o Percent sugar:1)25.5%
2).ilo 2)2d.7%
F~ructosc-BaCI 2,:Rutacions:.01.0 , not above zero correctIOns
significantly.
flhe orertical Per-cent S~ugar
v0r, ,f nt 4Q flOn 1 Pt5
":Aso sedfur dextrose, fructose comptexes.
wpA~ hrr T -
xyxose-nzm-~~ 35.5 34. 1 32.3150.2.5c)
Maflfl0Sb<~I 0 ~ 39-ti 3E.35. 5. 34. 33.2 5~2.
X~~i ose-Ba 1 1.9 39.~~~~9 158.1 _364 54.9 -. :. .y _:~.2
lannose- a lq 46.4 44.3 42,5 40.6 ~ 37.7 36.s
",o!:plex (1:2) 0 1 2 14 1 O
Ayl03~-tita~lQ21.6 21.1 20.5 2C.1F6 19.1 :L.7
2nn cse -- ' 0 ~ 24.9 24.5 237Z3.1 22.6 22.1 21.
iYiose6-n4±n .6.5 25724. ~ 24.2 2S.5J Ž2.9 22 .3
Wsnoe-BaCI 2 30.2 9~.3 28.4 27.6 26.9k 26.2 25.6
,Danish, used
0 531>,n0I ,I-~L
n1r'ay Dir tractioni Gvap~h Uov-arisons
Tnest Taoles csmaplre the powder patterns of tLUE
compoundsds WiLtL tnat of' trie pure -metai Sat, i.e. each
catagory Indicates sone.-tnins- on tule patr fthecm
pound that is different or th-e samec asu on t~.e pattern
of tire Edre siait.
Pek hIfts: the floe of degrees diffeierece cetween tne anigles3
at whIon tile peaks appeared.
Ngo. Ort Peak.3 Hglin:A direct omuparis3on with intensities of
peaks of D tal -,alt patter'af
iDo. of PEska Low: As arcove.
ik.1.3.: Iali intensity Seaaence, i.e. thle order of trie four
most intense peaks3.
'lain AatI,.s: Riatios between tie, four main peaks.
3naill AaLlos: iatios between the numerous smaller peaks.
;.xtra peaks: Peaks ar~pearln-- on t.,e co~npound patter-n and!
not on tne pure salt pattern.
.Lisag, P-eaks~: Peaics alnsearing, on tne puree salt p~ttrern
O.- 1 t on tne- CUrpVULnJ 9Z..-L~tei.
,umpound
BaCtq''2n., Corjpound-3
Pak 4Ko.of v~o. of f:!.
.Unifts Peaks fcsxis I.
hisn L ow 2.
Aly-Ba012











.,axin S3mall Zxura saiss.
2atioL3.Hattosrteaas leaks
I1 Bad t~ad oo~a
9 Bad Baa Giood
6 Lad Bad Bad
E Ver Vei VBL_,~ 
23adBaJ EaJ1














*Xyosb Ea~-) to its own
-auzgl'es at wulona Cue reak~
ctt.ef, b~t. txwo peak~ weie
re peat: O~niy slmilarity





-VerJL:±iv else as very, J ff~erent in one tran tne but er.
1uexrc~e 0 aJ 2 to its own repeat: nit are about tuC
samie. ALLI nt h oe criatnEed a: oundi in reic~at, muoni lJO~e











14i. L a in JtnaiJ. zvxtra-1`ss.
I. Rlatios R-atios PeaksPeakrs







Fru t S' -HI-~I .00 6 1 Bad Terri Terrible )
Fruu~0tos-HEC1 2 k2) .e 0 4 4 Fair Fair Po or 1
':Fructose-HgCl 2 to its own repeat: MA.I..J. slightly
switch-ed around. All ratios are different, with
little or no currelatioti between whion peaks are
high and which are t ow. The three extra peaks in tre















the so'-utIcn of barium cblorice
formed crystals. i>4 problem was
crystals weire, od1nE pure salt,
of carbohydrate
and mercury
tu~ f ind ou 
pure car-bohydrate,
and. s9aLt, or complex.
suit3 of the different analyses are as follows:
mett in L:~ r' _ Poant: AllI of' the mercury cowfpcund s charred
while below 3000 c. , showing the pre sence of carconylra Us.
ThIre barium compounds lost, Lthel water, ar temperatures
other and, abOve rnat of the water-loss oetmr;eraturC 6r'
Barium chloride dehydrate, and also charred when heated
in a ounsen burner flame.. '1n11 test save only a.-, indica-
tion. 01 thl-e pre sence ol' sugar: in thue saizplet welited , a
sam,,ple which may or may notL have been iimpure due to tiie
smalIlness or the crycstats Chosen tzo be placed. In the cap-
.larics-tlliey maly have~ been >ust crystiLllized suar.
Therfore n tuisL~ test wap ŽnCon clIuslIve
s-ercuflr" 2V53 w coamp~uncs, tu.oe-n etoe
merc:ury chorne, ame very WI cue to thete r tci
.:S1IcL4z-y preaes an:d WL ofe. 1cm clo,-~ei to th~e
1,-!Crosn mercurCy of mec:cchoJe5ihys rate, iniuwevbvr,
~Ue to possible inaocu-acieas In nu~ Z'zT runs, Mail uls
an, idm measure, ie ents arm J i aopu r-i ttIe 3 01tnj (C 'u nfl.:. due toc
-ncmIe ttwashilngs( tne c-y s Lana ,c~ ne ev& c i~SIvC
too f~ si:t : n L.-E wu&sn Iiqxs L, we §rcs -tugs weP -Ur:y vt.-
-ics coulas nave oer alt w;,unc.' su za:, wIurLies l OWer" 
tnep j~roentage , mercin'1ic Cnlorlc iempuri ties - r :r, t
Cpticat~~ictatloris: laos-:fdfure-e Cri
(v) ~~~~~a-v' Hulcom~b
cfltO:' -aC and mrannust-4~-La i: turn chl-r Ide c cae co se t,u or-
V ±L'.t.nf tnc LheureULial vmn~cES of PetceutL. ~,-:oohydratc.
,-e CrOfpOful i eitagC5s £nat ;er coo- iow
n C&L- witb'lin tnes~ rje. The trvial run, using', xy-
lose tu s3ee flou acuk~ratb the Lest was, c;am3e wi~hiizac lu,-~
However, 6iiis solutlun ;',as quite concei 1tra'ttb oump->,red
.tO -e s~otu~lon3 oi t-ie comp-u~ncs, a-nd tne error, In --
:-cadI~s;s wuulU icu~st a~ cunoentra ~ u. S Ci-~ueastd. i12
tbttI(I3 S h'-e curnpounGs, could have teen mtade, wore
concentrated, chicl test -may navc e fr~~ aibl
ity. The readings I obtained were s~o Inconsistant that
the chances of the averaize observed rotation betng stat-
nsticatll 6-Ipnificant are only fair, and, to ~ompou-Lnd this,
even a. diff"erence of .- I0 in th'e average could nave
t~rou~t thef-nall nconai: ff b-y 5-130. Th~ere6fore tne
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The crystal structure of cis-pinocarvyl-p-nitrobenzoate, (abbreviated
name, cis-PNB) a derivative of 0-pinene, has been determined from three-
dimensional X-ray data obtained near the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
The para-nitrobenzoate geometry is similar to that found in other para-
nitrobenzene derivatives. The cyclobutane ring in the cis-pinocarvyl
portion of the molecule is normal (internal dihedral angle 1410), leading
to severe steric interactions between hydrogen atoms on C-3 and C-7. These
interactions are minimized in cis-PNB through a decreased puckering in the
(C-2, C-3, C-4) end of the molecule. The observed C-3-H ..... C-7-H
0
distance is 2.33A. Since the same interactions exist in 8-pinene, it is
postulated that the cis-pinocarvyl grouping and 0-pinene have very similar
molecular geometries. cis-PNB exhibits pseudo mirror molecular symmetry,
C-10 being the only nonhydrogen atom not related to another atom by the
mirror plane.
3.
B-Pinene (I) and related bicyclic terpenes undergo cyclobutane ring
opening to yield monocyclic or acyclic molecules, and cyclobutane ring
expansion to form bornane or fenchane compounds.'l 2, 3 Such rearrangements
dominate B-pinene chemistry, suggesting that the original bicyclic ring
system is relatively unstable.
It has been postulated that the rigid cyclobutane ring leads to
severe distortions in the rest of the bicyclic system. Support for this
idea is found in the reported crystal structures of Cl-3-nopinone and
Br-3-nopinone (II).4 In these structures the cyclobutane ring is normal,
but the dihedral angle between plane (C-2, C-3, C-4) and the best plane
through C-l, C-2, C-4, and C-5 is considerably smaller than that found in
cyclohexane rings. The structural details are not precisely known because
the halogen atoms reduced the certainty with which the positions of the
other atoms could be determined.
The crystal structure analysis of cis-pinocarvyl-p-nitrobenzoate
(abbreviated name, cis-PNB) (III) was carried out in order to determine
the precise geometry of a B-pinene derivative. cis-PNB was suitable for
this purpose because the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms all have
approximately equal electron densities. Consequently, it was possible to
determine their positions with much higher precision than for the halogenated
compounds.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
X-Ray Data - Crystals of cis-pinocarvyl-p-nitrobenzoate (mp 103.0-103.6°,
[aD]6 -96.0 °) suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were kindly provided
by Dr. James Farrard. The unit cell was found to be monoclinic with the
0
following dimensions: at approximately -193°C, a = 10.583 +.O.006A,
0 c = 10.443 0; at approximately
b = 6.740 t O.003A, c = 10.443 + O.009A, a = 90.46 + 0.15°; at approximately
4
0 0 0
22°C, a = 10.904 + 0.012A, b = 6.778 + 0.006A, c = 10.906 + 0.009A,
B = 91.77 + 0.27 °. The unit cell parameters were determined by the back-
reflection Weissenberg technique. Systematic absences occurred for OkO
when k was odd, indicating space group P21. Comparison of measured and
calculated crystal densities indicated two molecules of cis-PNB per unit
cell.
Three-dimensional X-ray data were obtained at approximately -193°C
using the multiple film equiinclination Weissenberg method and a liquid
nitrogen gas flow cryostat.5 Two crystals were used to obtain layers
(Okl) to (7kl) and(hOl) to (h41). The reflection-intensities were estimated
visually by comparison with a calibrated intensity scale. Lorentz and
polarization, but no absorption corrections were made. The data from
the two crystal settings were scaled together by the method of Rollett
and Sparks. 6 A total of 1361 unique, observed reflections were obtained.
An additional 120 reflections were either unobserved or too weak to be
measured with confidence. The relative intensities were converted to
normalized structure factors, IEhklI , by the K-curve method of Karle and
Hauptman. 7 8
Structure Determination and Refinement - The unit cell positions of atoms
0-11, C-12, 0-13, C-14, C-15, C-16, C-17, C-18, C-l9, and N-20 were determined
by the Patterson search methods of Braun, Hornstra, and Leenhouts.9' 10
Phases calculated from this fragment were used to start the tangent formula
recycle procedure. 12 Two cycles were required to determine the positions
of the remainder of the nonhydrogen atoms in the molecule. The structure
was refined by block-diagonal least-squares methods to an R index 13 of 0.10
using unit weights and anisotropic temperature factors. A three-dimensional
difference electron density map was computed at this point, revealing the
positions of all the hydrogen atoms. The least-squares refinement was
-5
continued with the hydrogen atoms included. The final R index for all
observed reflections was 0.085. Each hydrogen atom was assigned an
isotropic temperature factor equal to the final isotropic temperature
factor of the atom to which it was bonded, and all hydrogen parameters
were held constant during the least-squares refinement. 14 Table I shows
the final atomic coordinates and their estimated standard deviations.
The anisotropic temperature factors were normal for a structure determined
near liquid nitrogen temperature.'5
Table I
Atomic Parameters














































































































































































a Estimated standard deviation times 104 in parentheses
b H-j(n-k) refers to the jth hydrogen atom bonded to the kth atom
of type n.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the bond-lengths and bond-angles in cis-PNB.
p-Nitrobenzoate Grouping - The geometry of the p-nitrobenzoate portion of
cis-PNB is similar to that reported for a number of other p-nitrobenzene
derivatives. 11,23,24, 25, 26 The average C-C bond-length within the benzene
0
ring is 1.386A and, within experimental error, all the benzene C-C bonds
are equivalent. The average bond-angle within the benzene ring is 120.0 °.
Angle (C-15-C-16--C-17) is significantly smaller, and angle (C-16-C-17--C-18)
is significantly larger than the average. The dihedral angle between the
plane of the nitro group and'the best plane through the six benzene carbons
is 5°, and the dihedral -angle between the carboxylate plane and the benzene
plane is 7°.
B-Pinene Grouping - The bond-lengths and bond-angles in the four-membered
ring composed of C-1, C-5, C-6, and C-7 agree closely with the values
reported for other cyclobutane derivatives. 27,28,29,30 The dihedral angle
between plane (C-1l, C-7, C-5) and plane (C-1, C-6, C-7) is 141°. Values
of 149°-180° have been reported for other cyclobutane rings. It is likely
that the increased pucker aids in relieving severe steric interactions
between hydrogen atoms on C-3 and C-7 in cis-PNB. Bonds C-1 -C-2, C-2-C-3,
C-3-C-4, and C-4-C-5 all have values close to the normal value of 1.530A:
0
The double bond between C-2 and C-10 is shorter than in ethylene (1.334A),
but close to the length of the exocyclic double bond in trans-2,8-dihydroxy-
0
1(7)-p-menthene (1.314A). 31.32The (noncyclobutane) ring bond-angles at atoms
C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-5 all have values within the range (109°-114 °)
observed in other cyclohexane structures.
8
Table II contains the values found for the conformation-angles
within the cis-PNB bicyclic ring system.
Table II













































































bond {i-j}, Tij is defined as the
((i-l)-il and bond {j-(j+l)}.
clockwise angle
Ideal cyclohexane boat and chair conformations have conformation-
angles of 0° and +60°. The values in Table II indicate that the cis-PNB
molecule is flatter at the C-3 end and more puckered at the C-6 and C-7
ends than an ideal boat or chair cyclohexane conformation. The greater
9
deviation from ideality exhibited by cis-PNB and Cl-3-nopinone compared
to some reported cyclohexane derivatives is shown in Table III and Figure 2.
Table III
Dihedral Angles 6(1)a, 6(2), and 6(3) in cis-PNB, C1-3-Nopinone,
and Various Cyclohexane Compounds.
Compound a(1) ° 6(2) ° 6(3) ° Reference
Cyclohexaneb 60.0 60.0 --- 34
Cyclohexane 54.6 54.6 -- 34
Cyclohexylammonium
chloride 50.0 49.0 --- 35
Bicyclohexylidene 49.4 51.1 -- 33
cis-PNB 28.2 71.5 69.8
C1-3-Nopinone 30.0 75.0 70.0 4
a See Fig. 2
Ib deal model
c Electron diffraction
Increased ring distortion in B-pinene bicyclic structures appears to be
necessary in order to minimize the steric interactions between hydrogen
atoms bonded to C-3 and hydrogen atoms bonded to C-7. For example, in
cis-PNB a small amount of relief is gained through puckering of the cyclo-
butane ring, as mentioned earlier. However, the major relief arises from
the movement of C-3 toward the (C-1, C-2, C-4, C-5) plane and away from
C-7, leading to small 6(1) values (i.e. a "flattened" ring). The shortest
(C-3--H) --- (C-7-H) distance observed in cis-PNB is 2.33A, which is close
0
to the sum of the van der Waals radii (2.4A).'
The ring strain in the molecule could have been partially decreased
if the bond-angle (C-1l-C-2-C-3) were near 120 °. However, the observed
10
value is 111.5 °. The tendency for ring bond-angles at carbons involved
in exocyclic double bonds to be close to 110 ° (rather than 120 °) has been
found previously.32,33
In summary, the B-pinene portion of cis-PNB lies between a classical
bridged chair and a Y-shaped molecule. Previous NMR studies on iso-
pinocampheol36 and nopinone 37 have been interpreted in terms of the same
kind of conformation. Since the ring distortion arises from the need to
minimize repulsion between hydrogens bonded to C-3 and hydrogens bonded
to C-7, it is very likely that 8-pinene itself will closely resemble the
8-pinene portion of cis-PNB.
Molecular Symmetry - The conformation of the benzoate linkage allows a
pseudo-mirror plane to be constructed through C-3, C-6, C-7, C-8, C-9,
and the nitrobenzoate.group. Atoms C-1 and C-2 are approximately related
Of the nonhydrogen atoms,
to atoms C-5 and C-4, respectively, by this mirror plane. only C-10 is
not related by pseudo mirror symmetry to another atom in the molecule.
Crystal Packing - Figure 3 shows a projection of the unit cell down the
b-axis. The p-nitrobenzoate grouping is oriented perpendicular to the
(001) plane.. Most of the intermolecular distances are very much larger
than normal van der Waals distances, only eleven distances involving
0
C, N, or 0 being less than 3.4A. The strongest intermolecular interactions
occur along the b-axis, where the molecules are packed so that 0-13, C-12,
C-14, and C-15 of each molecule lie near 0-22, N-20, C-17, and C-18 of
another molecule one b-axis translation away. In the c-axis direction,
the closest intermolecular distances occur between each nitro oxygen and
either C-16 or C-19 of another cis-PNB molecule. In the a-axis direction
the packing involves alternating C-10-0-13' and C-4-0-22", C-5-0-22"
interactions.
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Figure 1 Bond-lengths and bond-angles in cis-PNB. The estimated
0
standard deviation for C-C and C-N bonds is 0.008A; for C-0
0 0
bonds, 0.007A; and for the C-N bond, 0.006A. The molecule







Figure 2 Dihedral angles 6(1), 6(2), and 6(3) formed by the boat and
chair conformations of the pinane bicyclic ring system.





















Anisotropic Temperature Factors for Carbons





























































































a The anisotropic temperature factor
of the form
expression used in the refinement was
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Table V
Distances of Atoms in cis-PNB From

























a The equation of the least squares plane is
9.627X - 2.788Y + 0.304Z = 1.663. C-10 was,
not included in the least squares plane
calculation.
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